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for a national

on race. Franklin

in the
maintained
that "racism
when
first in North America
slavery was
sphere" developed
in 1619 and has served as a model
in the Jamestown
introduced
colony
for the treatment of race in the U.S. Attorney Angela Oh, also serving on
the commission,
argued against Franklin on this point, using the example
to show that the specific
of the uprising of April 29, 1992 in Los Angeles
dialogue

black/white

history and racist treatment of Asian Americans
for in order to understand what occurred during
to make
beyond

sure we

go beyond
the world
that because

15
Haney

Lopez,

White

by Law,

pp.

needs

to be accounted

"I just want
need to go
paradigm.
than that ..."
is about much more
she
that event.

the black-white

182-183.
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on this exchange,
to
tries diplomatically
commenting
bear the greatest bur
that "African Americans
sides, affirming
and that the Los Angeles
den of racial discrimination"
uprising needs to be
understood
in relation both to African American
history as well as Korean
said.16 Frank Wu,

unite both

history (and, I would add, Latino/a history, since Latino/as
the largest number of arrested). Wu advocates
the following:

American

any of us concludes
leaders
should
speak

Whatever
... Our
a whole.

A

African

unified

race relations,
we should
start by including
all of us
as
about every group,
and for the country
individuals,
race relations,
and racial
tensions must
have whites,

theory of race,
and all the rest, and even within

Americans,

Jewish

about
to all

white

Americans,

ethnicities,

were

and

so forth.

groups must
Our
theory

include
is an

Arab

Americans,
account

inadequate

otherwise.17

The

Wu

question

does

not

of the black/white

acceptance

the continued
is whether
directly
a
allow
such
will
comprehensive
paradigm

address

account.

than
reality of race in the U.S. has always been more complicated
in court,
The initial exclusionary
black/white.
laws concerning
testimony
as mentioned
and Native Americans."
earlier, grouped "blacks, mulattoes,
The Chinese
in the 1800's had specific rulings
laborers brought to theWest
The

their right not
and ideological
used against them, restricting
justifications
or
own
even
to
to
vote
other
Chinese.
but
This latter
marry
property
only
images of Asian
slavery and was justified by invoking
ruling outlasted
women
were
to
To
avoid
allowed
Chinese
reproduction,
overpopulation.
as prostitutes
defeated

come

but not as wives, a restriction no other group faced. The
in theMexican-American
War were portrayed as cruel

Mexicans

and cowardly barbarians, and although
ratified in 1848 guaranteed
theMexicans

the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo
who stayed in the U.S. full rights
of citizenship,
like the treaties with Native Americans
neither local govern
ments nor the federal courts upheld theMexicans
right to vote or respected
the land deeds they held before the Treaty.18 By the time of the Spanish
American

War

of

was

the image of barbarism
to a Latin-Catholic
attributed
1898

used

against Mexicans
and expanded
heritage
and the Caribbean,
thus subsequently

consistently
for use throughout Latin American
the immigrant populations
affecting
coming from these countries as well
as justifying U.S. claims of hegemony
in the region.19 The so-called Zoot
Suit riots in Los Angeles
in 1943 targeted Mexicans
and their ethnically
16
17
18
19

Wu,
Wu,

pp.

Yellow,

p. 36.

See Acuna,
Walter

and Border

32-35.

Yellow,

Occupied

Mignolo,
Thinking

Local

America;

Shorris,

Histories/Global

(Princeton:

Princeton

Latinos.
Designs:
University

Coloniality,
Press,

2000).
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sequester and
specific style of dress. The attempts made to geographically
also to forcibly and totally assimilate Native American
groups were not
own
other
and
had
their
group,
experienced
by any
ideological
justifi
cations that combined
contradictory
images of the Great Chain of Being
as
Savage. Native peoples were represented
an
and thus of no account. The paradigm
of
vanquished,
disappearing,
these
antiblack racism intertwined with slavery does not help to illuminate

with

the romanticized

Noble

and other

of other nonwhite
groups, where
specific experiences
ideologies
relied on charges of evil, religious backwardness,
horde mentalities,
not used in regard
and other projections
people,
being a disappearing
to African Americans.
The hegemony
has
of the black/white
paradigm
often

account
the development
of an adequate
of the diverse
racial
in the U.S.,
and weakened
the general theories of racism which
effect on our ability
attempt to be truly inclusive. This has had a negative
to develop effective
to
the various forms racism can take, to make
solutions
common
cause against ethnic and race based forms of oppression
and to
stymied
realities

and has recently played a significant
role in the
lasting coalitions,
of affirmative
action. I will support these claims further in what

create
demise
follows.

Critics

the black/white

of

communities

of color have

Korean
of

all
argued that, although
of political and economic

in the U.S.,
there are significant
of this disenfranchisement.

disenfranchisement
the causes

have
paradigm
shared the experience

leader who

American

between

differences

Kim, a
Bong
both as the Director
Hwan

and the forms

has worked

community
Center of East Bay in Oakland,
CA, and as
Community
of the Korean Youth
Center
in Los Angeles,
and Community
the black/white
among people
binary for disabling
relationships

the Korean

Director
blames

and even

of color
civil

for creating
the conditions
leading to the Los Angeles
in
which
small Korean
owned busi
1992,
2,300
and
American
looters.
Latino/a
African
by mostly
destroyed

disaster

nesses

of April

were
cites

the xenophobia
marshaled
leader Danny
by African American
and argues that the Korean Amer
before the looting occurred,
to be systematically
rendered
had been and continues
ican community

Kim

Bakewell

to such rhetoric

incapable of responding
in the media as a player
It is difficult
and

during
20

See

to describe
after

Kim,

the figure
give
First Multiethnic
Activism

the

"Between
of

how

sa-i-ku

'Riots,'"

and Resistance

and

disempowered

Black

An

and White:
businesses

in Karin
in the 1990s

Elaine
frustrated
29

(the April

p'ok-dong

destroyed

because

in racial politics.20

as

Aguilar-San
(Boston:

they are not recognized
Kim explains:
Korean
Americans
many
Korean
Americans

"riots").

Interview
see

2,700;

with
Edward

Bong
T.
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shared

country

which

everyone

the anguish
to have

and

despair
abandoned

seemed

of

the Los Angeles
tongp'o
(community),
black and
the police
and fire departments,
who
American
advocates
tried to dissociate

-

the Asian
and Pacific
leaders,
political
our tragedy disputed
from us because
themselves
... the Korean
Americans
violence
against Asians

white

and

all but

female,

ruined

voiceless
mostly

invisible
shopkeepers

(except
..

when

15

their narrow

on white

of the storm were

as hysterically

stereotyped

focus

and risk-free

at the center

mostly
and

inarticulate,

.).21

in Texas, the Koreans
have been denied the legal
Similar to the Mexicans
a
or socially recognized
of
group at the same
category
being
politicized
as
time that they are made subject to group based scapegoating. Moreover,
of race is incapable of
this event demonstrates,
the black/white
paradigm
or
of color,
racism
communities
among
theoretically
addressing
politically
or racism, in other words, which
is not all about white people.
A response to this line of reasoning might be that it is white supremacy
of
which
relations
is at the root of the conflictual
among communities
of stereotypes manufactured
for their acceptance
color, and responsible
on
a
structure.
this reading, what occurred
white
dominant
Thus,
power
by
can be reductively
in Los Angeles
analyzed as caused by white supremacy.
I
do
find
that focus on political economy
arguments
Although
explanatory
often compelling,
it is far too simplistic, as I think Karl Marx himself knew,
to imagine cultural conflict as the mere epiphenomenon
of economic
forces
with no life or grounding of their own. To blame only white supremacy for
what occurred
in Los Angeles
would also deny power and agency to any
untrue. We must all accept
is increasingly
but
the
which
dominant,
groups
our rightful
share of the blame, whatever
that turns out to be in particular
that would a priori reduce that blame to
instances, and resist explanations
zero for communities
of color.
the arguments of both Elaine Kim and Bong Hwan Kim,
Supporting
Juan Perea argues that because of the wide acceptance
of the black/white
like
and
"other
racialized
Asian
Latino/as,
Americans,
groups
paradigm,
are often marginalized
or
out that the concerns of Asian Americans

Native

Americans

points
addressed

ignored altogether."22 He
cannot be
and Latino/as

through immigration
legislation because all are not immigrants,
is one of the reasons to reject the claim of some ethnic theorists
that these groups will follow the path of European
in gradual
immigrants
success (the other reason to reject this claim is
and economic
assimilation

which

their racialization).23
21
22
23

Kim,
Perea,
The

Black

and White:

"The Black/White
issue

of who

An

Interview

with

of Race,"

counts

Bong

Hwan

Kim,"

pp.

Indians

and

some

71-72.

p. 361.

Binary
Paradigm
as an immigrant
has some variability.
On the most
to North
not count
America
would
indigenous

those peoples
only
cover American
which
would

definition,
grant,

"Between

Latino/as.
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that
argues
other people
of

Suro

Roberto

and

Latino/as

the

black/white

color

them to adopt the strategies
forcing
was
"not particularly
it
well-suited
though

by

more

For example,
Latino/as
affecting

diverse

group.24

discrimination

binary
disadvantages
are not African
Americans

who

even
civil rights
litigation
to Latino/as"
who are a much

of

redress of economic
any meaningful
to
will
need
and Asian Americans

these groups, as some "target of opportunity"
programs
today
disaggregate
and Japanese
in fact do, since the gap between median
incomes in Filipino
aver
or between Puerto Rican and Cuban households,
makes
households,
these

aging

incomes

useless

as an indicator

deserving

rights
legislation,
African
Americans,
do not take Delgado

Richard

group as
only
paradigm
to
Current
else
suffer."
civil
is likely
everyone
in Delgado's
for
view, has provided
legal advantages
over
I
other
color.
of
unwittingly
perhaps,
people

argues
of protection,

Delgado

success.

of economic

one

identifies

that "If one's

to be implying
that the legislation
has effectively
and
been
American
forcefully
population
applied
it has
and universally,
but that the language of the law, however much
Just
identifies only one group and this is a problem.
yet to be applied,
as the protection
and the
the propertied,
of the right of property advantages

benefited

the African

protection

of free speech

are articulate
and can afford microphones,
of those who
a social good,
the Equal Protection
Clause
namely
produces
and whites.
These
it genuinely
its coverage
blacks
for those falUng under
helps
on occasion.
But it leaves everyone
else unprotected.25
increases
time,

and

Put

the

influence

so on

...

in more

general

terms,

these

arguments

can be

TV

air

equality,
- at
least

summarized

as

follows:
various
racial and
has disempowered
1) The black/white
paradigm
ethnic groups from being able to define their own identity, to mark
and specificity
their difference
beyond what could be captured on
our own identity
this limited map. Instead of naming and describing
and social

circumstance,

we have had descriptions

foisted

on us from

outside.
2)

have historically
been ignored or
and Latino/as
on
race and racism.
in
the
U.S.
in
the
discourse
marginalized
public
it is simply unfair
for two reasons, first, because
This is a problem
concerns
it
to be excluded
from what
one, and second, because
Asian

Americans

who
recent
and Latino/a
families
arrivals.
Thus Asian
refer to more
"immigrants"
are
no
more
the
than
German
for multiple
lived in the U.S.
"immigrant"
generations
here.
families
English
24
Suro, Strangers
among Us, p. 87.
25
How Does
"The Black/White
itWork?"
pp. 370-371.
Binary:
Delgado,
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the analysis
of race and racism in the
weakened
has considerably
the social
situation of Asian
To explain
discussions.
mainstream
or Latino/as
terms
de
in
of
their
Americans
jure and de facto
simply
treatment as nonwhites
is to describe our condition
only on the most
terms. We must be included
adequate account can be developed.
within
By eliminating
specificities
shallow

3)

the large "black" or nonwhite
the possibility
of devel
has undercut

the black/white

group,

so that a more

in the discussions

binary
for the
solutions
and effective
legal and political
oping appropriate
can
movement
for
take. A broad
variable forms that racial oppression
civil rights does not require that we ignore the specific circumstances
that only
of different
racial or ethnic identities, nor does it mandate
the similarities

can figure into the formulation
an example of this problem,

tion. I will

discuss

application

of affirmative

action

in higher

of protective
legisla
one that concerns
the
at the end of this

education,

essay.

4)

within
the
of eliminating
specificities
major disadvantage
or
one
cannot
under
that
then
either
is
nonwhite
"black"
group
large
stand or address the real conflicts and differences within this amalgam
to understand
all
The black/white
of peoples.
proposes
paradigm

Another

of color through anti-black
between
communities
racism,
the reality is often more complex.
For all these reasons, the black/white
paradigm
seriously undermines
coalitions. Without
the possibility
of achieving
being a conspiracy
that keeping us in conflict with each other and
theorist, it is obvious
conflicts

when
5)

not in coalition
I would
6)

The

is in the interests

add to these arguments

the following

and the
binary
as between
and conflicts

black/white

discourses

of the current power

constant
blacks

structure.

two.
invocation

of

race

all

and whites

has produced
a very large white

an imaginary
of race in this country
in which
a
confronts
small
black
which has
relatively
minority,
majority
to white domination.
effect of reenforcing
the sense of inevitability
This

in almost any major
is not the reality of racial percentages
in New
in the country today. Nonwhites
outnumber whites

the

urban

center
York,
FL, Chicago,
CA, and
NY, Miami,
IL, Atlanta, GA, and Los Angeles,
come very close in San Francisco,
DC.
CA, Dallas, TX, and Washington
was
to
states
small
The original
intent of the electoral
protect
college
and the U.S. Government,
and create a buffer between
the hoi polloi
but the current effect
graphics

has

the added

of the electoral
"advantage"

college given these changed demo
the occupants
of disenfranchising
of
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cities generally
and people of color specifically
from influencing
national
electoral
outcomes.
If the popular vote determined
the
cities
elections,
would
have the determining
numbers
since this is where
of votes,
the
of U.S.

majority
toward.
means

The

citizens

numbers

and

now

live and where

the trend of movement

concentrations

of color

is

in the U.S.

of people
the politics
where
of recognition,
the all powerful
from
majority,
where we can negotiate
negotiation,

that we are quickly moving past
of color clamor for recognition

people
and reaching

the politics
of power
a
to rely exclusively
rather
than having
power
position
from
of
The
not
will
white
maintain
its near hegemonic
appeals.
majority
control as new configurations
of alliances develop.26 Moreover,

on moral
political
the white

is far from monolithic,
majority
splintering most notably along gender and
class lines: the gender gap has widened
in electoral politics along with the
households
gap between union and non-union
(the two largest gaps in the
last presidential
and white union
election), with droves of white women
as
same
members
the
the
of
of
color.
voting
majority
people
Thus, thinking of race in terms only of black and white produces a sense
to white domination
of inevitability
is not empirically
which
supportable.
I believe
must come to
this issue of imagery is very significant. Whites
white dominance
realize that maintaining
for much
longer is simply not
a viability,
or significantly
short of fascism,
the fascist treat
expanding
ments
that many
communities
the
already experience.
By maintaining
in falsely representing
the realities of
binary we only persist
race in the U.S.; by opening up the binary to rainbow images and the like
we can more accurately
and thus helpfully
present the growing and future
conditions within which political
will occur. This
action and contestations
black/white

interests. For this reason, the increasingly
is in everyone's
high profile
of Asian Americans,
and Latino/as
is all to the good.
Native Americans,
or
It may also someday
lead away from the imagery of oppositionality,
terms
which
the
exclusive
black
and
white
have
interests,
very
mutually
toward an imagery of pluralism
and move
(which has some
long conveyed,
of its own problems,
I realize, but which can more readily recognize
the
can
diverse ways in which alliances and differences
occur).
in regard to the black/white
that I would make
argument
race imagistically
as exclu
it
is
that
binary
mistakenly
configures
as
to
if color alone determines
do with color,
racial
sively having
identity (which has not been the case even for African Americans),

The

7)

next

and itmakes
26

This

it seem as if between

African

Americans

could

the jockeying
for position
the Democrats
and Republicans
among
explain
If those groups unite with opposing
American
and Latino/a
voters,
respectively.
rule is ensured.
of the white majority,
white majority

for African
sectors

and European
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of color

continuum

on this
lined up somewhere
and "black" clearly represent the

races must

all the other

Americans

since

be

"white"

polar extremes. There is certainly
ing in this and in many countries,
axis by which racism operates.
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a racist continuum
but this continuum

of color operat
is not the only

taken the horrific reality of the hierarchy of adoption prefer
to Latino/a
to
to Asian
from white
in the U.S.,
that runs basically
to
as indicative of the existence
of this continuum
of color. Related

Some
ences

have

black,
this idea is the claim made

and Latino/as
by some that Asian Americans
me
so
first.
The claim
this
address
let
white,
eventually
on
is
all
white
first
will
become
and
of
that Asians
Latino/as
premised
identities: white
of racialized
the assumption
that we have two choices
and politically
located at or
and black. If a group is not economically
"become"

will

near

the bottom

associ
the black/white
of the society, which
paradigm
a
to
have
is
assumed
then
such
"blackness,"
group
What
other
claim
this
among
things, is
forgets,
racial and class variety within each of these large amalga

ates exclusively
with
"whiteness."
achieved

the significant
and
faced by Asian Americans
the discrimination
mated groups. Moreover,
will not likely lose its focus on language and cultural issues;
Latino/as
there are, the more virulent "English Only" campaigns
the more Latino/as
evidence
become. The claim also ignores the overwhelming
showing that

generations,
against
persist in their identities for multiple
to
it seems
their own economic
interests.27 And
inapplicable
entirely
as having some so-called white
who may be represented
Asian Americans,
attributes, but who have never been legally or socially accepted here as

most

Latino/as

white.28
are three major differences
the groups who have had
between
The
and Asian Americans.
in becoming
"success"
and Latino/as
white,
there is some very good
groups I am referring to here, and about whom
are the Irish and (white Anglo)
Jewish Amer
historical research emerging,
There

Jews have wholly made it is debatable;
icans. Whether
they seem to move
back and forth, as they did in Germany. For the Klu Klux Klan, still influ
Jews are not white. And even the U.S.
ential in many parts of the U.S.,
one might
mainstream,
suggest, seems able to accept an Alan Greenspan

7

Juan Flores,

York:
Political
Clara
28

From

Bomba

toHip-Hop:

Columbia

Press,
University
Predicament
of Latinos

E. Rodriguez,
Okihiro,

(Minneapolis:

Puerto

Margins
University

2000);
inNew

Ricans:

Born

Puerto

Culture
Correa,

and Latino
Between

Identity
Two Nations:

York City (Ithaca: Cornell University
in the U.S.A.
(Boulder: Westview

and Mainstreams',
of Minnesota

Rican
Jones

Michael

Vijay
Press,

2000);

Prashad,
Wu,

The
Yellow.
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as "finance

czar" but not a Jewish

President

of the U.S.29

The U.S.

has

already had Irish presidents.
to the differences
In regard, however,
between
Irish and Jews on the one
on the other, the first obvious
hand and Asian Americans
and Latino/as
is in their racialized
difference
differences
based
significant
largely on
color and physical
The Irish and Jews can "blend in" to U.S.
appearance.
cannot. The
in a way that Asian Americans
and most Latino/as
society
of the Irish and Jews

into the category "white" did not require
come from European
that
idea
superior characteristics
challenging
are correlated
to light skin color.
societies, and that superior characteristics
or non-light-skinned
were
If nonwhites
to
become
white, white
people
ness would begin to deconstruct,
a
to
cultural
and ethnic
perhaps mutating
admission

the

designation
whiteness
Latino/as

which
still is marked by superiority, but it is not obvious
is on the threshold of deconstruction.
Thus, to admit Asians
into the category would cause necessary
that were
changes

for the Irish and Jews.
necessary
The second difference
is historical.
memories

within

memories

The

that
and
not

Irish and Jews

represent bad
and genocide,
and thus
of Europe's moral
failings.

of colonialism

Europe,
representation
they operate as the symbolic
The Irish and Jews do not have that symbolic
fact may carry the opposite
symbolic meaning

in the U.S, and in
meaning
in representing
the idea that

it and be accepted here, even those who were despised
"anyone" can make
In contrast, African, Mexican
in Europe.
and Native Americans,
most
a
reminder
of
the
hollowness
notably, among others, represent
symbolic
of claims to white moral
superiority. The Irish and Jews are not a psychic
threat to the ideological
supremacy of white
identity in the same way that
are.
and certainly African Americans
Latino/as, Asian Americans,
concerns
third major difference
assimilability,
although
perceived

many
A
here

as entirely
separate. The Irish are perceived
so
is another
because
of religion
(which
only partly
to be moved
to the extent
back and forth). Latino/as,
come from a Spanish Catholic
culture considered
pre

the Irish and Jews must

Jews
assimilable;
reason Jews tend

they are European,
modern
and less civilized,
and to the extent
they are also indigenous,
come from a culture perceived
as totally different
than Anglo-European.

between
"east" and "west," or the Orient and
opposition
to be a major prop of the Anglo-European
is well-known
a plethora of such dichotomies
as between
"individu
self-image
fomenting
versus
and
future
alism versus collectivism,"
"democracy
despotism,"

The

symbolic
the Occident,

29 Vice
high
much."

presidential candidate Joseph Lieberman, the first Jewish candidate for such a

national

office,

was

criticized

from

all sides

for emphasizing
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backward

oriented societies. The very definition
of Asian
constructions
is to be non-western
and
given in these orientalist
of
not
assimilation.
The
of
is
considered.
incapable
possibility
synthesis
This issue of assimilability
has become more rather than less important in
recent years, with political
theorists such as Peter Brimelow
and Samuel
culture

Huntington
making
cultural traditions,
tion, and asserting

to continue

claims

open

the dominance

of European
laws and cultural integra

against liberal immigration
that the very survival of "western

civilization"

is at

stake.30

Because
and Latino/as
seen

as

of these three major differences,
I cannot see Asian Americans
it
is
still
white;
"becoming"
proving difficult enough to be

"American."

the claim

Thus,
ignores

that Asian
of color

the issue

and Latino/as will become white
takes no notice of the
differences,
these
groups, and forgets the
represented
by
It returns us to the problem
of misidentifi
Americans

and other

varying

symbolic meanings
of "assimilability."
problem
to recognize
cation discussed
the complexity
earlier, refusing
by which
can
be vilified. To give another example of this complexity, Asians
people
and Jews can be grouped together in the ways that their cultures have been
seen as in some respects
and monolithic.
In other
superior, threatening,

and Latino/as, Asians
and Jews are
words, unlike for African Americans
not seen as having inferior intelligence
or primitive
cultures, yet they are
seen as essentialized
to
with
collective
take over the world
groups
goals
and/or

evil

and "Jewish

intent

toward

world

because
analysis,
affirmative action

those

outside
This

their groups (the "yellow peril"
of ideology
requires specific
vis-a-vis,
among other issues,

kind

conspiracy").
it operates
differently
concerns
in regard to higher

education.

The most

recent

issue that has arisen since September
involves the representations
11,2001,
a group that is very much racialized. Yet again, their
of Arab Americans,
in specific ways mediated
racialization works
claims about
by ideological
their cultures and most notably the religion of Islam.
Racial oppression
works on multiple
axes, I would
argue, with color
and currently most
being the most dominant
exhaustive
of all the forms racial oppression

But color is not
pernicious.
can take. The most pejora

tive terms used against Asian Americans
often
a color connotation
"Chinks,"

have

a racial

but without

connotation
and

for the
"slant-eyes,"
a
terms
a
These
whole
not
Vietnamese,
"gooks."
denigrate
people,
partic
ular set of customs or a specific history, and thus parallel the essentializing
30

Peter

(New York:

Brimelow,
Random

the Remaking

of World

Alien

Nation:

House,

1995);

Order

Common
Samuel

(New York:

Sense

about

America's

P. Huntington,
The Clash
Simon
and Schuster,
1998).
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that universalizes

on the basis

value across a group
negative
features. The two most pejorative
in this country have been the terms

of visible

terms widely
used against Latino/as
whose
references people who were heard by Anglos
as
"spic"
genealogy
and "wetback." The first invokes the denigration
saying "no spic English"
of language, the second denigrates
both where people came from and how
across
here:
from
Mexico
the Rio Grande. Mexican
Americans
they got
were also called "greasers" which connoted
the condition
of their hair, not
their skin color. Thus, these terms demonstrate
the possibility
of a racial
ization and racism that works
and then denigrating
through constructing
other

racialized
features and characteristics
besides color. We might
think
axes of racialization
of these as two independent
that operate through phys
ical features other than color, and through genealogies
of cultural origin.
There is, then, the color axis, the physical
other than color
characteristics
axis, and the cultural
The discrimination

origin

axis.

and Latino/as
has also
against Asian Americans
on a fourth axis of "nativism." Nativism
is a
very strongly
operated
thus
it
is
often
related
distinct,
to,
prejudice
against immigrants;
though
or the rejection of foreigners.
Acufia
Rodolfo
that
xenophobia
explains
historical
nativism
is also distinct from anthropological
nativism, which
a
refers to
"revival of indigenous
historical
nativism
culture," because
refers to the belief
of some Anglo-Americans
that they are "the true
even
the
Indian"
because
in their
Americans,
excluding
they represent
cultural heritage the "idea" of "America."31 On this view, the problem with
Asian Americans
and Latino/as
is not just that they are seen as foreign;
seen
are
as
they
ineluctably
foreign, from inferior cultures
(morally and
if not

of and unmotivated
toward
intellectually),
incapable
to the superior mainstream
white Anglo
culture. They want to
keep their languages, demand instruction in public schools in their primary
their own holidays,
cuisines,
languages, and they often maintain
religions,
and living areas (the latter sometimes
the fact that
by choice). Despite
Mexican
have been living within
Americans
the current U.S. borders for
politically
assimilation

longer than most Anglo-Americans,
they are all too often seen as squat
ters on U.S.
This "xenophobia
soil, interlopers who "belong" elsewhere.
directed within"
at specific
has been especially
virulent
times in U.S.
wars
and
after
both
a
world
for
and
is enjoying
history, during
example,
now
war
or
with the
fever and hysteria against Arabs
resurgence
anyone
a turban, the serious erosion of civil
the political
rhetoric of Pat Buchanan,

wearing
groups,
31

Acufia,

peoples

p.

158.

indigenous

It is also distinguished
to a land have moral

from
rights

liberties

for racially profiled
the right wing disc-jockeys

"indigenism,"
to its occupation.

or the view
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and the "scholarly"
jokes about beating up illegal immigrants,
that their
like Alien Nation
that warn "Americans"
books

best-selling
loose immigration

laws will

forever

alter

of the U.S.
the racial make-up
identity will have the dire

if left unchecked,
and that altering our racial
of undermining
the basic cultural
consequences
make the U.S. what it is.
Another

feature

of nativism

is its use

groups. In my
rights for various minority
African Americans
together with American

and democratic

values

that

to justify claims of differential
that
view, there is no question
Indians have a moral claim on

thus far is
larger than any group, and that the redress made
the
that
toward
present inequities
completely
inadequate
repairing
persist
as a legacy of past state-organized
mass atrocities. Some may believe
that
a kind of nativist argument would provide
further justification
for these
this country

to redress, on the grounds
that these groups'
forbears
a
and/or
their
labor
and
contributed
deal
great
longer
ingenuity
to the wealth of this country. More
recent immigrants,
itmay be thought,
claims

legitimate
were here

or government
less by way of protected
assist
opportunities
issue of nativism
to address
in relation
to
is thus important
the differences
conflicts among communities
of color, since
and potential

"deserve"
ance. The

are post-1965
Americans
and Latino/as
(when the
immigrants
on immigration
based on geography were
lifted). One might
well ask, what is wrong with nativist arguments,
and is the critique of
on group self-interest?
nativism based ultimately

many Asian
restrictions

There

are both

and non-consequentialist
arguments
consequentialist
nativism. The principle
argument
consequentialist
to justify differential rights is that itwill produce (or
a hierarchy of first and second class citizens.
maintain)

one can make

against
nativism
using

against
in reality, merely
This is both undemocratic
would

want

and undesirable

to live in. Nativist

rhetoric

as the kind of community many
justified state orches

has already
at the U.S.-Mexican

border, a border that
arm even further (using
announced
President
he would
the Texas Rangers, who were disarmed
in the 1920s after it came to light

trated murders

and other horrors

the current U.S.

that they had lynched hundreds and perhaps thousands of Mexican
Amer
icans without
to
tend
arguments might well
trial).32 Nativist
encourage
to turn a blind eye to what happens at the border. And moreover,
people
a society must
such enforced
hierarchies
of status within
surely share
for creating
responsibility
affect
everyone.
adversely

32
Mind

Acufia,
Review

the problems

Leslie Marmon
America;
Occupied
31 (1994), pp. 9, 20, 58-59.

of crime

Silko,

and social

"Fences

against
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based on
arguments
against nativism
consequentialist
non
on the U.S.,
also make
but one might
effects
of
nativism
is
The
nativism.
arguments
logic
against

consequentialist
based on the idea

that those

native
here

they have been
just because
American
Native
groups
by

to this country
longer (in which

"deserve"
case

all

not
more,
land claims

in
settled
immediately
or
and
contributed
the
labor
their
relatives
they
one
that made
There are several arguments
the U.S. wealthy.
ingenuity
out
that there
could make against this view. One might first want to point
are numerous
labor and ingenuity
that contributed
the U.S.
groups within
their favor),

would

have

to be

but because

toward the country's wealth and that have not received any approximation
But one could also argue that the wealth of the U.S.
of fair compensation.
and imperial global
in no small part of neo-colonial
has been the product
resources
at a price U.S.
of
natural
ensured
the
that
extraction
relations
as well as super-exploitation
of labor (i.e., a much
determined,
companies
the capital brought back
of surplus value) that produced
larger extraction
of the Panama Canal gives just one small but clear
here. The building
example.

The U.S.

contributed

project, helped to plan a coup
who would have been a much

for the
capital and some of the engineers
to separate the country off from Colombia,
more powerful
and
adversary,
negotiating

a treaty which no Panamanian
that
signed that guaranteed
to
"in
the
U.S.
canal
from
the
would
go
perpetuity."
profits
Not only did the treaty guarantee
capital flight, it gave the U.S. complete
over the canal zone, cutting right through the heart of
autonomy
political
it in half. The U.S. was also given the right
and thus splitting
Panama

manufactured
the entire

that
it unilaterally
determined
with military
force whenever
on
a
was
the
effects
at
that
had
stake,
major negative
proviso
security
in
in
the
in
the
and
development
country
particular
political developments
to intervene

canal

justice movements.
enticed from theWest

of social
canal,

labored to build the
The people who actually
as
as
local people, were
Indies and Asia
well

fever
paid 10 cents a day and died from yellow
in
the
U.S.
rhetoric
Nonetheless,
persist
anti-treaty
the true referent
Such facts as these contest
lands have been native if that
in foreign
Peoples

in tens of thousands.33
in calling it "our canal."
of the term "nativist."
means
the
contributing

of those
the U.S. wealthy. The descendents
labor and ingenuity that made
some
have
live in Panama
who built the Panama Canal mostly
today but
in
the
U.S.
to
And
the
so-called
the
U.S.
working
"illegals"
immigrated
economic
contribution,
doing work no one else
today make a substantial
33 See Michael L.
Coniff, Black Labor on a White Canal (Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1985); Walter LeFeber, The Panama Canal: The Crisis in Historical
Perspective

(Oxford:

Oxford

University

Press,

1990).
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thus obscures more
than it clarifies
various groups'
to
of
the
and
the
U.S.
relationships
history
Many Asian Amer
prosperity
in
the U.S. for multiple
centuries
ican and Latino/a
sub-groups have been

will

do. Nativism

as well,
Chinese

in various forms of indentured
servitude
(especially Mexicans,
like
and Japanese). But the more recent immigrants,
from places
can
El Salvador,
the Dominican
Vietnam
and
also
be
Cambodia,
Republic,
to
tied
for
U.S.
that
made
countries
their
unlivable
directly
policies
literally
them. Surely these immigrants
therefore have a moral claim on the wealth
no
of the U.S. which has
relation to their number of years here.
Thus my last argument has been that the color axis is only one of the
axes that need to be understood
as pivotal in racist ideologies,
that racism
can and has operated in ways in which color is not central but other phys
ical features, cultural characteristics
and origins, and status as "native" or
"non-native"
operate to the same effect. It is important to note that these
axes

are forms

to classify
of racism that produce
and
other ways
of people and then justify discrimination
them.
All
against
in the sense of universalizing
immigrant groups are not racialized
negative
on the basis of visible features, and
value across a group that is demarcated
as static. Russian
their cultural characteristics
and Eastern
essentializing
other

delimit

subsets

European
immigrants,
though often living in horribly poor conditions with
of
little community
any kind, are not singled out for the same treat
help
ment as recent southeast Asian
as the
and Central American
immigrants,
and scapegoating.
targets of group based violence
European
immigrants
are not tagged as cultural inferiors nor is their difference
in the
racialized
as
and Asian Americans
Their category
way that Latino/as
experience.
is marked on their body, as Wen Ho Lee was forcibly reminded
"foreign"
when he was put in solitary confinement
with chained legs for nine months
as a result of being "racially profiled" and suspected of a loyalty to China
or his political
to his citizenship
unrelated
commitments.
My basic thesis, then, is simply that we need an expanded
analysis of
to the specificities
and an attentiveness
of various forms it can take
in regard to different
than
to accept the idea
rather
groups,
continuing
one way, with one axis, that is differentially
in basically
that it operates
distributed
among various groups. Whether
my own analysis of some of
racism

these
basic

is right
specificities
thesis is correct.

in all respects,

it may

still be the case

that this

an example
that links the false homogenization
of
recent
the
of
demise
affirmative
action
in
programs
people
U.S. higher education,
and that will show how much
is at stake in our
need to recognize
the complexity
of our differences.
Dana Takagi argues
I want

to end with

of color with

persuasively

that the recent disenabling

of affirmative

action policies
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on racial minorities
out of fluid discourse(s)
in higher education
in which
the main
issues were pivotally
constructed
and
in,
encapsulated
by, the
debate over Asian admissions"
and specifically
the debate over claims that
Americans

Asian

were

"over represented"

in U.S.

universities.34

In other

in colleges
the alleged "over-representations"
of Asian Americans
words,
was used to argue that the problem
and universities
of minority
under
an
not
in
is
caused
and
education
therefore
race,
representation
higher
by
affirmative

helpful nor justifiable.
that
is
the
black/white
argue
binary is operating
to obscure the real problems. Conservatives
argued that Asian

action

based

I would

What

in this case

here

are nonwhite

Americans

on race is neither

so that their case can be used

to dismantle

affirma

if they can get in, we all can get in. But this would
if
is undifferentiated
in terms of how
follow
the
category "nonwhite"
only
are being
to argue that Asian Americans
racism operates. Others wanted
tive action

for all:

treated here as white, and thus have no interest in an anti-racist coalition.
It is certainly
true that it is a white power structure that privileges
such
were still not actually being
things as test scores. But Asian Americans
out
the
claims of "over representa
that
treated as whites.
Takagi points
the
tion" conveniently
large disparity between Asian American
ignored
rates (the percentage
rates and white admission
of admissions
admission
a disparity
in relation to the pool of applicants),
that cannot be accounted
scores and grades constant,
for by SAT scores or grades. That is, holding
individuals were more
white
likely to be admitted than Asian Americans,
even if in real numbers on some campuses Asian American
acceptances
outnumbered
Student

whites

Association

(To give
at Brown

one

of this, the Asian American
example
1979
discovered
that between
University
even
in Asian
increase
while
applications,
rate - from 44% in 1979 to 14%
admission

1987 there was a 750%
there was a steadily declining
in 1987).35 So there has been a covert quota system operating against Asian
is covered over by
inmany university
American
systems, which
applicants
and

the high admission
is no doubt motivated
rates, and which
by the same
in the 1800s
fears of "yellow peril" that was used to justify discrimination
are not seen as
as well as the treatment of Wen Ho Lee. Asian Americans
"white" attributes because
the fact that they have so-called
despite
seen
as
are
and
countries,
unassimilable,
retaining
loyalty to Asian
they
was
thus a threat to "the nation." The concern about "over representation"

white

applied to Asians when
except Jews in the past which

oddly

34
Takagi,

The Retreat

Takagi,

The Retreat

35

it had not been applied to any other group,
was clearly a case of anti-semitism.
It is

from

Race,

p. 7.

from

Race,

p. 28.
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or to the
to the poor, who are under represented,
not applied
are
over
or
to
of alumni
athletes, both of whom
represented.
and policy changes
Takagi traces the empirical studies, public discourse

certainly
children

to the argument
that
prompted by this concern about over representation
action should ignore race and address only class, even though
affirmative
in this way can be easily empir
the claim that racism can be addressed
classes across
given the disparity of SAT scores within
Just to give one example,
there is an 80 point difference
in mean
blacks and whites
SAT scores, even when both come
between
or more, and similar cases apply to Puerto
from families making
$70,000
ically disproved
racial difference.

Ricans
What

and other groups.
this case demonstrates
in all cases

is not that all nonwhites

of attempts
together
that they should not be lumped
in the U.S.
in higher education
with

overt policies

directed

to redress

social

should be grouped
inequities, but precisely

of discrimination
together. The problems
faced by Asian Americans
has had to do

that apply quotas based on the specific forms of racism
in higher education
them. The problem of discrimination
not
worked
Americans
and Latino/as
has
through quotas
"over representation"
but through the use of SAT scores

against
faced by African
to guard against
and vastly unequal

but the means

is the culprit in each
public education. Racism
redress will
and ideology vary, and thus the effective

case,
have

to vary.

to
that some Asian American
activists who wanted
Takagi recounts
rates called for a meritocracy
end the unfair quotas on their admission
of
based on SAT scores and grades. But this would only block one
admissions
form of racism, leaving others not only intact but ideologically
reenforced.
an
is
to
still
illusion
African
Amer
Meritocracy
highly disadvantageous
to
icans and Latino/as.
that
seek
eliminate
Thus, strategies
discrimination,
action, must
including argumentative
strategies used to defend affirmative
be made
to certain historically
groups, or,
specific
disadvantaged
if they are general,
must
converse
their
consider
effects on
they
possibly
other groups. Only a rich knowledge
of the specific and variable forms of
either

racism
Syracuse

in the U.S.

will make

University/SUNY

such considerations

possible.
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